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TOWERPACK 
ABSEIL RESCUE 
SYSTEM - 50m
HR 046

Designed for self-evacuation abseil or recovery of a 
casualty from tall structures. 

Designed and tested for a two person load. 50m self-
contained rescue kit to carry out  snatch or pick off 
rescues, when a person has fallen or become unable to 
help themselves.

PowerLock descender Rated to 200 kg. PowerLock can 
also be used as a lowering device. The rope can be 
removed and re-threaded for multiple or repeat lowering 
operations.

Pre-rigged pick off sling including safety shears. 
Descender has over lock to prevent accidental descent. 
Anchorage sling pre-attached and protected by webbing 
sleeve. Packed in a tough bag with shoulder carry straps 
and karabiner loop.

A safe working load that allows for 2 large workers plus 
equipment . Pre-rigged for speed and ease of use. The 
shears supplied has a safety blade for quick and safe use. 
The descender has a large and easy to use handle that 
will stop the decent if pulled too hard giving a safe 
decent. Webbing straps for easy carrying plus a loop to 
clip the bag out of the way whilst on site.

Code Description Qty Rating Conformity

Components:

D32 Powerlock - Rescue Descender 1 200kg prEN 12841(A,B,C)

CSP10 Screwlink, steel, pear shaped 1 36kN EN 362, EN 12275

CKA2 Karabiner, alloy, D, screwgate 2 28kN EN 362

CKS3 Karabiner, steel, D, twistlock 1 41kN EN 362

RS110R050T Rope, tectra 11mm x 50m (red, terminated) 1 221kg EN 1891(A)

S25N120P Sling, nylon protected, 120m 1 25kN EN 354, EN 566, EN 795(B)

SAS030M Tower Rescue Kit Casualty Strop 1 300kg EN 795(B)

B56 Tower Rescue Bag - 50m 1 non PPE

200kg
Rated to
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